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Single-layer films and multiple-layer films can be quan
titatively analyzed using X-ray fluorescence. Due to the
absence of adequate standards, most methods are based
on the calculation of theoretical X-ray fluorescence inten
sities from fundamental parameter methods. These meth
ods require as initial estimates the exact qualitative
sample structure and accurate starting values for both
concentrations and layer thicknesses. This paper proposes a fundamental parameter method that uses a
genetic algorithm as an optimization procedure. The
relaxation of the requirements on the description of the
sample due to this robust optimization is discussed.
Preliminary results are presented indicating possible
applications as well as areas for further research.

number of layers must be known, the qualitative composition of
the different layers must be known, and initial estimates of the
quantitative composition must be provided. This paper explores
to what extent less adequate initial estimates lead to good
quantitative results. Genetic algorithms represent a class of
methods potentially well suited for this purpose. For this reason,
we investigated a genetic algorithm as part of an overall funda
mental parameter procedure in this work.
So far, our method has been tested only on simulated data.
For relatively simple samples, good quantitative results are
obtained if the number of layers is kept constant Furthermore,
this procedure gives promising results when the input model
assumes more layers than present. More complicated sample
structures are still under study.

Both single-layer and multiple-layer films are important in many
industrial and scientific applications. Examples of these materials
are multiple thin layers of metal on silicon wafers in the electronics
industry and multiple coatings of sheet metals on suitable
substrates for corrosion protection. These materials can be
quantitatively analyzed by X-ray fluorescence. Advantages of X-ray
fluorescence for these applications are that it is nondestructive
and that a wide range of elements can be quantified. Furthermore,
it is possible to determine concentrations and layer thicknesses
simultaneously.
Because of the absence of adequate standards, layered materi
als are often analyzed using fundamental parameter methods.1" 5
These methods are based on the calculation of theoretical X-ray
fluorescence intensities for a given composition under a given set
of experimental conditions. In a conventional fundamental pa
rameter method, a sample composition is iteratively updated until
calculated and measured intensities are sufficiently close. The
final concentrations and layer thicknesses used are assumed to
represent the actual composition.
A drawback of optimization algorithms currently applied in
fundamental parameter methods is that initial sample estimates
have to be rather accurate, where the actually required accuracy
may depend on the type of sample and the optimization procedure
used. The estimates have to obey the following conditions: the
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The aim of X-ray fluorescence analysis is to find the correct
set of quantitative sample parameters from a set of measured X-ray
fluorescence intensities. For bulk materials, these sample pa
rameters (concentrations) are normally obtained from a calibration
using a set of calibration samples. This method is generally not
applicable for multilayer films since calibration samples are very
difficult to prepare, since both the composition and the layer
thicknesses have to be varied and have to be known accurately.
Therefore, the only practical analytical method is based on the
calculation of theoretical intensities from physical parameters.
Theoretical X-ray intensities can be calculated from physical
principles using so-called fundamental parameter equations.
These fundamental parameter equations for bulk materials were
first published in 1968 by Criss and Birks.1 The equations were
extended to multilayer materials in the mid-1980s by Mantler.fi-7
However, Mantler’s expressions for secondaiy fluorescence
contained an angular integral which had to be calculated numeri
cally. Analytical expressions in terms of the exponential integral
were presented by de Boer2 and can be evaluated using fast
converging series.8,9 A detailed description is outside the scope
of this paper. The reader is referred to the citations given.
The combination of the calculation of theoretical X-ray intense
ties and an optimization algorithm is called a fundamental
parameter method. A fundamental parameter method for the
analysis of multilayer samples usually consists of the following
steps: assuming an approximate composition for the unknown
specimen, calculating the fluorescence intensities from equations
i
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involving fundamental parameters (densities, attenuation coef
ficients, etc.), and comparing the calculated intensities with the
measured intensities. The composition is iteratively improved
until the theoretical and measured intensities are consistent
according to an error criterion. Final concentrations used are
assumed to represent the actual composition. A fundamental
parameter method based on the equations presented by de Boer,
a primary spectral distribution calculated from an algorithm,1(i,n
and a Gauss—Newton optimization is successfully applied to
samples in which the qualitative structure is known.3 The intensity
calculations have been implemented in our program.
Optimization. In most previous fundamental parameter
implementations,1,3,7 some form of steepest descent method12,13
is used in optimizing the sample model. Steepest descent
methods iteratively improve a candidate solution by adaption in
the direction of the largest error decrease. For this purpose,
derivatives are calculated at the current position. The methods
adapt the trial solution in the direction of the largest error decrease
at the current position, which causes them to converge to the
nearest optimum. If multiple optima exist and no good starting
values are given, then these algorithms are likely to converge to
a local optimum. To avoid this premature convergence, all
knowledge about the problem should be included to obtain good
starting values.12 If there is not much knowledge, an alternative
is to take different stalling values, which can be chosen either by
performing an experimental design in the search space or, for
larger problems, at random.12 In these methods, all stalling
positions are evaluated, and the optimization is started at one or
more points with low errors. The optimal solution found is the
final solution with the lowest error. This solution is not necessarily
the global optimum. The dependency on good starting values
makes steepest descent methods not so robust in complex
problems. A very strong property of steepest descent methods
is, however, that the position of the final solution is reached with
high precision.
Optimization Using Genetic Algorithms. If, in fundamental
parameter optimization, the exact sample structure is not supplied,
the initial estimates are inaccurate. Here, steepest descent is veiy
likely to fail. Genetic algorithms are far less sensitive to local
optima and have been robust in optimizing various complex
applications.14,15 Genetic algorithms differ from more traditional
optimization methods in some fundamental ways.16
A genetic algorithm17 uses a search strategy based on biologi
cal evolution. It processes a population of candidate solutions
(strings) simultaneously instead of a single point. In each
iteration, the whole population is replaced by a new population.
By analogy to nature, this process is called a generation. The
genetic iteration cycle will be described below.
(10) Pella, P. A.; Feng, L.; Small, J. A .X-Ray Spectrom. 1 9 8 5 , 14,125-135.
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Figure 1. Flow chart of a genetic algorithm.

To work most effectively, genetic algorithms use binary coded
versions of the parameter strings.16 In these so-called bitstrings,
each parameter is encoded as a bitfield of B bits. By applying
this encoding, the value range of the unknown parameter is
subdivided into 2Blevels. Larger values of B amount to a more
finely meshed search grid. Our experience is that, once the value
of B is large enough for the required accuracy, additional bits do
not have a noticeable effect on the performance. The coding
ensures that only valid parameter values can be represented/
generated.
In contrast to other methods, genetic algorithms do not use
derivatives or other auxiliary knowledge; genetic algorithms use
result information. Furthermore, genetic algorithms use proba
bilistic instead of deterministic transition rules. This makes their
search precision very poor. Genetic algorithms are robust in
locating the neighborhood of the global optimum, but the exact
location is rarely obtained. To obtain higher quality solutions, a
steepest descent method as second optimization step is often used.
For each step in a genetic algorithm, there are different
operators from which to choose. In each operator, one or more
control parameters must be set. This configuration freedom
makes genetic algorithms not very user-friendly. On the other
hand, it makes genetic algorithms very flexible and tunable to
perform well in solving different types of problems.14,15 Following
the flow chart depicted in Figure 1, the steps in a genetic algorithm
will be discussed briefly. Furthermore, a more detailed descrip
tion of the genetic operators used in our implementation will be
given. The choice for these operators is based largely on literature
and experience. The values for the corresponding control
parameters are supplied in the Experimental Section. The settings
are based on experience and some preliminary experiments. For
more detailed information on this subject, the reader is referred
to refs 14-16 and 18.
( 1 ) Initiate. In this step, the initial population is generated.
In our case—as in most genetic algorithms—this is done by
assigning each bit in the population a random value.
(2) Evaluate. All strings are evaluated and receive a quality
value (fitness). This fitness is small when the error is large, and
vice versa.
In our case, the evaluation consists of the calculating theoretical
intensities and comparing them to the measured intensities by
calculating an error. The fitness is obtained by taking error-1.
i

(18) Michalewicz, Z. Genetic Algorithms + Data Structures — Evolution Programs’,
Artificial Intelligence Series; Springer-Verlag: Berlin, 1992.

(3) Select. From the population, strings are selected with
rates proportional to their fitnesses to yield an equally sized new
population. The biological counterpart of selection is survival of
the fittest. Selection yields a population with a higher average
quality than the old population.
In our genetic algorithm, we use two selection methods: elitist
selection and threshold selection.16 In elitist selection, the best
Fclitisi fraction of the population is copied to the new population.
Recombination and mutation do not operate on this portion of
the new population. Elitism guarantees that the unmodified best
solution always will be present in the next generation.
The rest of the new population is obtained by threshold
selection. In threshold selection, strings from the best ^threshold
fraction of the old population are chosen at random and copied
to the new population until the new population is the same size
as the old population.
(4) Recombine. In this step, each string in the population
(or, as in our case, each string in the non-elitist-selected part of the
population) is paired with another string. Recombination (also
called crossover) is carried out on each string pair with probability
PT. In this recombination, parts of two solutions are exchanged.
If two high-quality regions are combined, this operator will yield
a higher quality solution. Both the selection pressure and the
recombination, together with a good representation, guide the
convergence of a genetic algorithm.
In our implementation, we apply uniform binary crossover.19
A uniform crossover exchanges each bit position between the two
strings, with probability Ps(5) Mutate. Selection can lead to a population with no more
strings containing high-quality regions at different positions. If
this is the case, the probability that recombination leads to higher
quality solutions will become too low, and improvement of the
best solution within the population will stop. To prevent this
premature convergence, the mutation operator is introduced.
Mutation can reintroduce information lost during selection by
changing a small part of the string at random. As mutation
operator, we used uniform binary mutation. In uniform binary
mutation, each bit in the population (or, as in our case, each bit in
the non-elitist-selected part of the population) is inverted with
probability Pm.17
(6 ) Stop? Steps 2-5 are called a generation, and they are
repeated until a certain stop criterion is met. Typical stop criteria
in a genetic algorithm run are a predefined maximum number of
generations or an error smaller than a predefined value. In our
genetic algorithm, a maximum number of generations is used.

APPLICATION OF THE METHOD
To apply a genetic algorithm to a given problem, a good
representation must be chosen, and an evaluation function
mapping a candidate solution to the fitness must be designed.
Both will be described below, followed by a description of the
experiments performed.
Representation. The candidate solutions must be repre
sented as strings (vectors) of proposed values for the unknown
parameters, in our case thicknesses and concentrations. These
vectors are coded, requiring an upper and a lower bound for each
parameter. A good representation should use all knowledge
(19) Syswerda, G. In Proceedings of the third international conference on genetic
algorithms; Schaffer, J. D., Ed.; Morgan Kaufmann Publishers: San Mateo,
CA, 1989.
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E String representation of A in which each layer is represented
by the products of the fractions and the layer t hickness (i.e. el
emental thicknesses). A layer thickness is obtained by sum m ing
all elemental thicknesses belonging to that layer. A concentra
tion can be calculated by division of the corresponding elemental
thickness by the layer thickness.

F ig u re 2 . (A) Sample consisting of a 1 /¿m layer of Ti (20%), As
(40%), and Ag (40%) on 30 /¿m Si (100%). (B -D ) Qualitative
descriptions of A with different leveis of structurai knowledge. (E)
String representation of A based on the qualitative description of C,

available to keep the number of parameters and their value ranges
as small as possible, and additional knowledge must easily be
incorporated. Furthermore, the generation of physically impos
sible solutions by the genetic operators must be prevented. The
following physical constraints apply to layered samples: (1) layer
thicknesses must be equal to or larger than 0, (2) concentrations
must lie between 0 and 1 , and (3) the sum of the concentrations
of all elements present in one layer must be equal to 1. As an
additional restriction, we consider that the overall qualitative
sample composition could be extracted from the spectrum. This
could be defined as an additional constraint: (4) elements for
which no intensities can be detected are not present in the sample.
Figure 2A depicts a sample consisting of a 1 /im layer of
titanium (20%), arsenic (40%), and silver (40%) on a 30 fim silicon
(100%) carrier. Figure 2B—D depicts qualitative descriptions of
Figure 2A with varying amounts of qualitative knowledge. Figure
2B is the exact qualitative description of Figure 2A; this represents
the knowledge required by currently applied fundamental param
eter methods. Figure 2C depicts a qualitative description of Figure
2A, in which the number of layers is known but the distribution
of the elements is not. In Figure 2D, both the number of layers
and the distribution of the elements are unknown.
The quantitative composition of a layer (e.g., the upper layer
in Figure 2A) can be obtained from a number of parameters equal
to the number of elements, w, in the description of that layer.
The most obvious string representation of a layer for which n
elements have to be optimized would be to describe it by its
thickness and « — 1 concentrations. The drawback of this
representation method is caused by the fact that the concentra
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tions depend on each other, while during optimization they are
independently varied. Operators modifying the candidate solu
tions have to be restricted to exclusively generate solutions in
which the concentration sum of the n - 1 elements is equal to or
less than 1 . Otherwise, the last concentration would be negative.
To be able to use standard genetic operators without penalty
functions, we rejected this method. In our representation, a layer
with n elements is represented by the products of elemental
concentrations and the layer thickness (in micrometers). We
define the parameter values obtained in this way as elemental
thicknesses. They represent the part of the layer thickness
occupied by the corresponding element. From this representation,
a layer thickness can be obtained by summing the products
belonging to the layer. An elemental concentration is obtained
by dividing the corresponding product by this layer thickness.
For coding purposes, the value ranges of the elemental
thicknesses must be defined. In our application, upper and lower
parameter bounds are calculated using

(a) X-ray Fluorescence Data. In all experiments, we used
simulated data. These simulations were performed by calculating
theoretical intensities for a given sample composition. All intensi
ties we used, except where indicated, were calculated under the
following conditions: chromium tube; 26° anode angle; 0.5 mm
beryllium window; 60 kV, 50 mA; no filter; incident angle, 57°;
emerging angle, 40°, In experiments 8-11, the intensities were
also calculated under an emerging angle of 30°. In this way, the
number of intensities is doubled, and some extra information is
provided. Since our computer program uses the same noise-free
calculations, exact solutions are possible: error = 0.
(b) Settings Genetic Algorithm. For the genetic operators
as described in the Optimization Using Genetic Algorithms
section, we used the settings given below. The number of
population size (strings)
no. of generations
resolution (B) bits
elitism (Feutist), %
threshold (threshold)
crossover (Pr), % (uniform)
swap rate (Ps) , %
mutation (Pm), %

lower bound = concentration lower bound x
thickness upper estimate (la)

100
200

15
1
20

70
50
2

upper bound = concentration upper bound x
thickness upper estimate (lb)

For our experiments, we wanted to use only physical information
and to keep additional structural information to as little as possible.
Using the constraints given above, the elemental thickness lower
bound is equal to 0, and the elemental thickness upper bound is
equal to the thickness upper estimate. This parameter must be
supplied by the user. The parameter bounds defined by eq 1
impose the following restrictions upon the underlying concentra
tions and thicknesses:
Upper Bounds. An upper parameter bound represents the
maximum layer thickness for which the corresponding concentra
tion upper bound can be obtained. The sum of the upper bound
values for one layer represents the maximum layer thickness that
can be obtained.
Lower Bounds. The sum of the lower parameter bounds for
an individual layer represents the smallest layer thickness that
can be obtained. An individual layer parameter bound represents
the minimal layer thickness necessary to obtain the lower
concentration bound.
Evaluation Function. For calculating the. fitness from the
differences between measured and calculated intensities, we use
an elementwise relative error, which is given by
/

n elem ents/« lines* ƒ
Z
Í
s,y
I

t
4

error

\1

1

-*

n

I p.v~
I s.y..

/n

lines,-

elements

(2)

in which ¡s,ij represents the simulated intensity of line j belonging
to element i t and /Piy represents the predicted intensity of line j
belonging to element I This error has the following properties:
it is equally sensitive to all lines measured for a given element, it
is equally sensitive to all elements present, and it is also easily
interpreted as a convergence measure for our genetic algorithm.
Experimental Specifications. In all our experiments, the
following conditions and settings were used.
2422
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generations used is fixed at 200 for all experiments, since no
significant improvement was observed using more generations.
The other settings are also based on prior experience and some
preliminary experiments. For more detailed information on this
subject, the reader is referred to refs 14-16 and 18.
(c)
Computer Program. The computer program was written
in ANSI-C and compiled using the GNU C compiler. The genetic
algorithm part of the program was created using the genetic
algorithm toolbox GATES: Genetic Algorithm Toolbox for Evo
lutionary Search.20-21 Hie program was run on different SUN
Sparc stations, all under UNIX. Using this hardware, the
maximum running time for complex samples was several hours.
For relatively simple samples, the running time varied from
roughly 15 to 30 min.
Computer Experiments. The aim of the computer experi
ments is to see to what extent it is possible to extract qualitative
and quantitative structural information from the intensities mea
sured. Therefore, experiments are carried out with varying
amounts of structural knowledge. As explained in the Representa
tion section, above, for each layer, a thickness upper estimate must
be provided. In all our experiments, we use thickness upper
estimates equal to twice the actual thickness, and for nonpresent
layers we use 2 fim.
The experiments concern a sample consisting of a 1¡m layer
of Ti (20%), As (40%), and Ag (40%) on 30 /¿m Si (100%) (see Figure
2A) using the following elemental lines: Ti Ka, Ti K/3, As Ka, As
K¡8, As La, As 1^ 1 , Ag Ka, Ag K0, Ag La, Ag L£l, Ag 1^ 2, Si Ka,
and Si K0. In each succeeding experiment, the structural
information is reduced by adding nonpresent elemental thick
nesses (as defined in the Representation section) to the qualitative
sample description. The extra elemental thicknesses represent
concentrations of elements that are not present in the correspond
ing layer and therefore should converge to 0 during optimization,
The string representations used in each experiment are shown
in Table 1 .
___

i

n

(20) Lucasius, C. B.; Kateman, G. Comput Chem. 1994, 18,127-136.
(21) Lucasius, C. B.; Kateman, G. Comput. Chem. 1994, 18, 137-156.

In experiments 1-7, the number of layers is assumed to be
known; elemental thicknesses are added only to present layers.
In experiments 8-10, extra layers that are not present in the
sample are also added to the qualitative description. The string
representations are depicted in Table 1. The extra elemental
thicknesses represent thicknesses of layers and concentrations
of elements that are not present in the corresponding layer and
therefore should converge to 0 during optimization.

Table 1. String R epresentations8
representation

expt

«

1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10

Tii Asi Agi Siz
Tii Asi Agi SÌ2 TÌ2
Tii Asi Agi Sii SÌ2
Tii Asi Agi Sii Ti2As2
Tii Asi Agi Sii SÌ2 TÌ
Tii Asi Agi Sh SÌ2 7ì2 As2
Tii Asi Agi Si\SÌ2 Ti2As Ag
Tii Asi Agi Sii SÌ2 TÌ As Ag
Tii Asi Agi Sii SÌ2 Ti2 ÀS Ag Sh Ti3 As%Ag$
Tij Asj Agi Sii SÌ2 TÌ2 AS2 Ag2 S/3 TÌ3 AS3 Ags Si4 TÌ4 AS4 2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

RESULTS
In Tables 2 and 3, experimental results are provided. In these
tables, the structural information is presented in terms of
concentrations and thicknesses. These concentrations and thick
nesses are recalculated from the corresponding elemental thick
nesses used in optimization. Each computer experiment is carried

Ag\Si$ Tir>As$ Ag$

12The parameters are all elemental thicknesses. The subscripts
denote the layer. Parameters shown in italics are absent in the actual
sample.

Table 2. Results for a Known Number of Layers“
expt

Tii (%)

Asi (%)

Agi (%)

compft
la
Ib
2a
2b
3a
3b
4a
4b
5a
5b
6a
6b
7a
7b

20.00

40.00
40.00
40.00
40.05
40.13
41.11
41.04
40.05
40.24
41.70
39.27
40.14
42.45
39.75
39.67

40.00
40.00
40.00
40.14
40.19
37.94
38.63
40.21
40.27
42.57
42.96
40.12
37.94
39.71
39.59

20.00
20.00

19.81
19.68
20.23
20.34
19.74
19.49
15.74
10.79
19.75
19.60
19.81
19.70

Sii (%)

di(%)

1.00
1.00
1.00

—

—

1.00

—

—

0.72

0.00
—

—

0.00
6.98

0.00
0.00

0.72
1.04

0.99
0.99
0.97
0.99
0.99
0.88

0.84
0.93
0.99

Ti2 (%)

AS2 (%)

—

Ag2 (96)

0.19
0.35
—

0.27
0.55
4.34
16.53

d2(%)

100.00

30.00
30.04
30.06
48.39
31.22
12.79
14.03
24.51
57.15

100.00

—

—

SÌ2 (%)

100.00

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

100.00

—

100.00

99.81
99,65

0.04

—

0 .0 0

—

—

—

—

—

0 .8 8

0.65

0.41

0.00

1.02

0 .0 0

0 .0 0

1.03

0.00

0.00

—

4

0.00
0.00

99.68
99.45
95.66
83.47
98.46
99.59
100.00
100.00

12.11

3.21
12.30
24.16
28,20
36.50

error (%)
x
1.01 x
1.50 x
1.51 x
2.98
2.51
1.61 x
2.43 x
2.69
5.50
1.81
3.32
2.93 x
4.72 x
1.00

IO“3
IO“3
IO '1
IO"1
IO"1
IO"1

IO“*1
IO"1

a Results obtained after 200 genetic algorithm generations for a sample consisting of a 1 /tm Ti (20%), As (40%), and Ag (40%) layer on 30 am
Si (100%). Each row consists of results obtained in one genetic algorithm run. The letters a and b are used to distinguish between duplicate runs.
Duplicates are obtained by initiating the genetic algorithm run with a different random generator seed. Each column represents the results for
the corresponding parameter. The subscripts denote the layer for which the parameter is optimized. A - denotes that the parameter was not
included in the optimization. bThe actual sample composition.

Experiment 1

Experiment 2

Experiment 3

Experiment 4

Number of generations

Number of generations

Number of generations

Number of generations

Experiment 5

Experiment 6

Experiment 7

Number of generations

Number of generations

Number of generations

4

Figure 3. Elementwise relative error as a function of the number of generations. —, Run 1;

run 2.
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Table 3« Results for an Unknown Num ber of Layers9
expt
parameter
Ti! (%)
Asi (%)
Agi (%)
Sii (%)
d\(¿£m)
Ti2 (%)
As2 (%)
Ag2 (%)
Si* (%)
dz (ji m)
Ti3 (%)
As, (%)
Ag3 (%)
Si3 (%)
dz (um)
Ti4 (%)
AS4 (%)
Ag4 (%)
Si4 (%)
d$ (urn)
Tir, (%)
As5 (%)
Ag5 (%)
Si5 (%)
d$ (¿¿m)

Th (%)
As6 (%)
Ag6 (%)
Si6 (%)
d$ (am)
error (%)

compfc

8a

8b

9a

9b

10a

10 b

2 0 .0

19.94
39.97
39.95
0.13

19.62
40.15
40.19
0.04
0.99
0.39

18.82
40.65
40.53

16.99
40.73
42.27

13.86
43.37
42.75

0.00

0 .0 0

0,97
1.30

0 .0 0

0.02

0 .0 0

0.00

0.02

99.99
37.53

99.61
58.27

98.66
28.03
2.47
0.18
0.94
96,41
0.36

0.90
4.17
0.39
0.08
95.36

18.47
40.30
41.05
0.18
0.96
1.69

40.0
40.0
1.0

1,01
0 .0 0
0 .0 0

100.0

30.0

—

—

—

—

—

—

10.20

0.41
8,32
4.89
86.38
0.54

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

---

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

---

—

—

—

—

—

0.1

0.2

0.5

98.19
14.74
11,76
1.15
1.50
85.59
0,49
11.87
1,28
0,88

85.97
0,24
4.06
3,40
0,55
91.99
0.53
3.26
- 1.47

—

—

0,01
0.11

—

1.12

1.9

94.14
0.41
1.4

0 .0 2
0 .8 8

6.05
0.03
0.01

93.91
14.29
17.57
2.04
11.95
68.42
0.19
18.61
0.60
0.13
80.65
0.44
23.86
1.39
1,43
73.33
0.65
10,98
0.00

0.14
88.89
0.47
3.1

a Results obtained after 200 genetic algorithm generations for a
sample consisting of a 1 pim Ti (20%), As (40%), and Ag (40%) layer on
30 fim Si (100%). Each row consists of results obtained in one genetic
algorithm run. The letters a and b are used to distinguish between
duplicate runs. Duplicates are obtained by initiating the genetic
algorithm run with a different random generator seed, Each column
represents the results for the corresponding parameter. The subscripts
denote the layer for which the parameter is optimized. A - denotes
that the parameter was not included in the optimization. The problem
complexity in the experiments is increased by adding extra layers to
the intial estimate which the are not present in the sample. bThe actual
sample composition.

out in duplicate by initiating the genetic algorithm run with two
different random seeds. In the tables, duplicate experiments are
indicated with the letters a and b. A - denotes that the parameter
was not present on the string. The actual sample composition is
denoted by comp.
Known Number of Layers. The results for the Ti,As,Ag/Si
sample, with representations in which the number of layers is
known, are shown in Table 2. The final sample structures found
all clearly reflect the quantitative solution. For all computer
experiments except experiment 5b, errors are smaller than 5%.
From this observation, one can conclude that the representation
and the settings of the genetic algorithm are good. The exact
solutions are not obtained, but the low search precision is a
property of genetic algorithms (see the Optimization Using
Genetic Algorithms section). One of the most striking results is
the prediction of the thickness of the second layer (¿fe). In
experiments 3, 5, and 6, this thickness is much too low, and in
experiments 2 a, 4b, and 7b, d2 is estimated too high. Compared
with the overestimation of the second layer thickness, the effect
on the final error of underestimating this thickness is much larger*
The information for calculating the thickness of the second layer
is in the layer on top of it and in the silicon fluorescence. In all
2424
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computer experiments, the upper layers are almost the same, so
the differences must be explained by the nature of the silicon
fluorescence. Radiation which originates deeper than the escape
depth of silicon Ka radiation does not leave the sample because
it is attenuated by the material on top of it. That is why a thicker
layer does not contribute extra to the intensities and so does not
affect the error. On the other hand, if the layer thickness is
smaller than the escape depth of silicon Ka radiation, then the
silicon intensities are too low, causing a larger error.
In experiment 5, not only but also titanium is predicted very
badly. In the final solution, much of the titanium is located in
the second layer. This seems to be compensated by a smaller &i
in which the titanium content is too low.
A possible explanation for both the badly predicted titanium
concentrations and the thicknesses of the second layer is the fact
that silicon (¿fe) and titanium are both relatively light elements.
The radiation for these elements is not as energetic as the
radiations for the heavier elements. This could be the reason
why their prediction it is more difficult.
Both difficulties in predicting Ti and Si (¿2) seem to have a
noticeable effect on the final error.
Figure 3 depicts the best solution present in the population as
a function of the number of generations. In all experiments, the
largest decrease in error takes place during the first generations.
The neighborhood of the global optimum is approached, but the
exact location is not obtained.
Unknown Number of Layers. The results for the Ti,As,Ag/Si sample with representations in which the number of layers
is not known are shown in Table 3. In all cases, the quantitative
sample structure is described reasonably by the first two layers.
In the deeper layers, silicon is the main element. If these relatively
thin layers are ignored or combined with the second layer, then
the results and conclusions are almost the same as those for
experiments 1-7.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a preliminary genetic algorithm for modelfree X-ray fluorescence analysis of thin and multiple-layer films.
The experiments described concern simulated data for which
perfect solutions exist. These solutions are characterized by a
spectral error equal to 0 and an exact quantitative sample
composition. Results are presented for a sample consisting of
two layers. Analyses of more complex samples were also
attempted but were not successful. This is a subject for future
investigation.
The first experiments use input models that assume an
unknown distribution of the elements over the, layers. The
method and these estimates applied to relatively simple two-layer
samples yield spectral errors smaller than 5%and good quantitative
sample structures. When the input models assume more layers
than present, the quantitative sample structure in the final solution
is described reasonably by the upper layers. However, it is
difficult to decide how many layers are actually present. We hope
to overcome this problem by making use of the contributions of
the individual layers to the intensities calculated.
Perfect solutions are not obtained since genetic algorithms can
very effectively locate the neighborhood of the global solution,
but they are very bad at locating the exact position. For obtaining
exact solutions, the best solution of the genetic algorithm run
could be used as the starting point of a steepest descent method.
We are working on this subject at the moment. Once this

combination is made, it can be concluded if the solutions obtained
in genetic algorithm optimization are good enough to recalculate
the actual composition. If good solutions are obtained, we plan
to test our method on real-world data.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION AVAILABLE
Tables listing the predicted intensities obtained in experiments
1 - 7 and the simulated intensities and predicted intensities

obtained in experiments 8-10 (2 pages). Ordering information
is given on any current masthead page.
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